
“VOICE OF JOHN” SERIES 
(Gospel of John, 1st John, 2nd John, 3rd John, Revelation) 

JUST LIKE LIFE AND LOVE ITSELF, JESUS IS THE VERY BEGINNING AND ENDING OF YOUR INTENDED STORY 
 

study #2: Jesus Raises “A Belief-Following” in Judea, Samaria, & Galilee  
—   covering John 1:19 – 4:54   —

  
ACTION 1. The author John constantly shows how Jesus “covered all the bases.” In your own readings, notice 
how many stories happen precisely when Jesus is attending “all the feasts” which Jews were supposed to be 
attending throughout the year. Also, in just this week’s readings of 4 chapters, the author describes Jesus having 
3 whole phases of ministry that cover “all of Israel’s lands”: Judea, Samaria, & Galilee. Discuss: who in your group 
is committed to reading the passages beforehand & are you noticing these or other patterns along the way? 
 
 
ACTION 2. Jesus’ ministry in Judea began with John the Baptist doing a lot of work to get people “ready,” and to 
point them to Jesus. Read John 1:24-42 and then discuss: 
 

• describe what John the Baptist had to keep clarifying both to the leaders and the people about the 
difference between his-&-Jesus’ identity, and the difference between his-&-Jesus’ capabilities 

• what exactly do you think both John B. and Jesus thought and felt about the 2 disciples (Andrew & the 
author John) leaving John B.’s ministry and going on over into Jesus’ ministry instead? 
 

 
ACTION 3. Another example of Jesus “covering all the bases” is when he walked into the Temple and saw that 
the Temple’s “purpose” was being totally corrupted; no one else was fixing the situation so Jesus literally took 
charge of the whole Temple and fixed it himself. Read about the Jewish ruler who saw Jesus do these things 
(John 3:1-21) and then discuss: 
 

• [from verses 3-8] - humans are literally born from a mom’s sac of water (“my water broke!”)… why did 
Jesus use such an extreme event to explain what Nicodemus needed to go do? 

• [from verses 19-21] – what are “the 2 kinds of people in the world” that Jesus is basically describing 
here…what is the difference between their 2 different moods about God & themselves? 

 
 

ACTION 4. Jesus’ Samaria-Ministry is summarized by telling the story of a woman he encountered at a well. Read 
John 4:19-30 and also verses 39-42 and then discuss: 
 

• as Jesus and the woman talked back and forth about “a drink/well/water”, what were each of them 
really talking about or at least talking about in the end? 

• Israelites from Judea and Samaria disagreed about which mountain God’s “correct people” were 
supposed to belong to or call their home… but WHAT ALL did Jesus have to say about that? 

• looking at verses 29&39&42, exactly how did the townspeople experience 2 different phases of “belief”? 
 

 
 

 
EXTRA… FOR THOSE MOTIVATED, DEVOTED, & WITH SOME SELF-COMMAND: 

GOLD CHALLENGE …read ahead (& maybe journal about) for next study: John chpts. 5-9 
PENGUIN CHALLENGE … read GC + Torah-Law during series:  Gen 12-24 (Epic #1 of 3: Abraham) 

 

 


